
TEACHING WRITING A NEWSPAPER REPORT

Teach students to turn their research and interviews into vibrant, interesting stories The best way to structure a
newspaper article is to first write an outline.

Remember, this is just a foundation upon which to build your story. Although a news story can be creative and
entertaining, too. In this age of the Internet, you can also end your story with a link to more information or
even your own behind-the-scenes blog post. As a class, check that the differences between headline, leading
sentence and article content are clear. The end quote is a good way to sum things up. Download the whole
lesson plan here. The session provides a motivating and memorable image to stimulate discussion, before
introducing the grammar element. It ends with students writing up their own short articles with a follow-up
listening comprehension opportunity. Paris June 9, Imagine this: It's the chance of a lifetime. If you are
quoting more than one person with different points of view in your story, you cannot end with a quote from
just one of them. Drama methods include freezes, improvisation, interviews, hotseating and presentations, and
the scheme is also great for prompting further creative writing activities. It is important to remember that both
news and features demand the same level of research and reporting. Giving one of your interviewees the last
word can tilt the story in their favor. Find all this here. Read examples of news and feature articles from the
Scholastic Kids Press Corps. Main body What is at the heart of your story? Kenneth Beare has taught English
and English as a second language teacher since  Unfortunately, shortly after the masterpiece had been
transferred to the buyer's home, the Academy of Fine Arts released a statement saying that Sunflowers in the
Wind was a fake. Continue Reading. Here is a short guideline to the main differences: Headline: Simple
tenses, idiomatic, flashy vocabulary, no use of function words Leading sentence: Present perfect tense often
used to give general overview. Review your research and notes. That's what happened to an anonymous
telephone bidder who purchased Sunflowers in the Wind at the Peinture Company in Paris, France. The
resource includes teacher notes and a pupil worksheet. Have students analyze the difference between the
headline, leading sentence and article content in terms of tense usage and vocabulary in small groups 3 to 4
students. Then jot down ideas for the following six sections. But this lesson deals strictly with news and
feature articles.


